Introduction
============

A significant body of work conducted over the past three decades has helped gain valuable insight into the evasive maneuvers used by viruses to counteract the host antiviral response. It is now clearly established through observations made by various researchers that virally derived products target specific proteins and signaling mediators in the host which mediate antiviral activities.[@R1] This degree of specificity in host--pathogen interactions has generated much interest and intrigue among the virology and infectious disease communities. The current working model that attempts to reconcile these observations is the co-evolution interplay. In this model, only viruses that attain survival-associated mutations persist in the host.[@R2]^,^[@R3] Survival-associated mutations result in the development of adaptation strategies, ultimately benefiting viral persistence. These adaptation strategies include attenuated molecular recognition of viruses by host receptors; altered expression of surface proteins, resulting in a curbed immune response;[@R4] and shifts in codon bias (or codon usage) that facilitate viral assembly and propagation.[@R5]

During the initial stages of a viral infection, there exists a balance between virus promoting and virus inhibiting mechanisms.[@R6] Often, the virus inhibiting mechanisms are able to clear the infection. However, some viral subspecies can emerge, harboring mutations that can evade the host interferon response. The interferon response is a network of signaling pathways that help host cells fight off viruses and can be thought of as occurring in two phases: an intracellular phase where infected cells produce interferons and an intercellular phase where infection-induced interferons are secreted into the extracellular environment. Secreted interferons bind to interferon receptors on surrounding cells, leading to the synthesis of antiviral proteins and more interferons.[@R1]^,^[@R6]^,^[@R7]

The mechanisms used by various RNA and DNA viruses to inhibit the interferon system involve: (1) mechanisms that interfere with the upstream mediators of viral recognition,[@R8] (2) mechanisms that circumvent the signaling pathways leading to interferon production[@R9]^-^[@R11] and (3) mechanisms that inhibit interferon-induced antiviral proteins.[@R12] This review will highlight what we currently know about the aforementioned mechanisms.

Viral Mechanisms That Inhibit the Upstream Mediators of Interferon Production
=============================================================================

The mediators of viral recognition that led to the production of interferons consists of a group of receptors located either in the cytoplasm or on the surface of endosomes; areas that allow these receptors to efficiently detect viral invasion. These receptors include RIG-1, MDA-5, and TLRs 3, 7, 8, and 9 (summarized in [Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Multiple viral proteins have evolved to specifically inhibit these cell intrinsic viral sensors.

![**Figure 1.** A summary of signaling pathways leading to the induction of interferons. Viral entry is followed by the release of the viral genome into host cells, triggering the activation of TLRs, or cytoplasmic viral sensors (RIG1 and MDA5), or the activation of the NFκB, AP-1, IRF-3, and IRF-7 signaling pathways. Collectively, these pathways lead to the induction of interferons α and β, which are encoded by the *IFNA* and *IFNB* genes respectively.](viru-5-270-g1){#F1}

RIG-1 is a cytoplasmic helicase that recognizes dsRNA and is activated by retinoic acid, interferons or viral infection.[@R13] Inactive RIG-1 contains a CARD domain at its N-terminal region. The enzyme TRIM25 ubiquitinates the CARD domain, thus activating RIG-1. Active RIG-1 signals downstream to NFκB and IRF-3---transcription factors necessary for the synthesis of IFN-β.[@R14] The nonstructural 1 (NS1) protein from the influenza A virus has been shown to inhibit the TRIM25-CARD domain interaction ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).[@R14] A similar finding relating to RIG-1 targeting has been reported by Zhou et al.,[@R15] whose work demonstrates that the nucleoproteins of the Arenavirus binds RIG-1 and inhibit downstream signaling. They also demonstrate that the Z proteins of the New world Arenavirus inactivate RIG-1 through a direct interaction. In addition, Z proteins inhibit the activation and nuclear localization of NFκB. They also inhibit the dimerization and concomitant nuclear translocation of IRF-3; both events necessary for the transcriptional activation of IFN-β.[@R15]^,^[@R16] Gori-Savellini et al. have shown that the Toscana virus-derived NSs protein interacts with RIG-1, leading to its proteasomal degradation.[@R17]

![**Figure 2.** A summary of viral mechanisms that inhibit the upstream mediators of interferon induction. NS1 and Z proteins target RIG-1, V proteins target MDA-5, and RSV targets TLRs 7 and 8.](viru-5-270-g2){#F2}

MDA-5 is a cytoplasmic virus sensor that recognizes ssRNA and like RIG-1, also contains a CARD domain that relays signals leading to IRF-3 activation and subsequently, IFN-β production. MDA-5 is inactivated by the V protein form Paramyxoviruses ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).[@R18] Andrejeva et al.[@R18] have reported that the ectopic expression of the V protein to varying degrees can lead to suppression in both MDA-5 activity as well as IFN-β promoter activity, highlighting the influence of the V protein in inhibiting IFN-β signaling at multiple levels.

TLRs are an essential component of innate immunity and are the frontline detectors of bacterial and viral products.[@R19] First described in *D. melanogaster*, there are now 10 documented human TLRs and 13 murine TLRs.[@R20] Well known for their ability to recognize PAMPs, TLRs are also involved in inflammation (AP-1 and NFκB-mediated upregulation of pro-inflammatory cytokines) and T-cell activation largely by IRF-3-mediated transactivation of T-cell co-stimulatory genes.[@R19] In the context of a virus infection, TLRs 3, 7, 8, and 9 are important players. TLR7 binds ssRNA and TLR9 binds CpG DNA. Schlender et al. have demonstrated in a plasmacytoid DC model that respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) stain A2 or the measles virus induces a transient shut down of type-I IFN production.[@R8] Using TLR7 and TLR9 agonists, they demonstrated that RSV-driven shut down of type-I IFN production occurs through the inhibition of TLR7 and TLR9 signaling ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![**Figure 3.** A summary of viral mechanisms that target the IRF-3, NFκB, and AP-1 signaling pathways. E6, NS1, and Npro target IRF-3; NS1, 3C, and L(pro) target NFκB; NS1 and NS5A target AP-1.](viru-5-270-g3){#F3}

Mechanisms That Circumvent the Signaling Pathways Leading to Interferon Production
==================================================================================

An abundance of data has been obtained concerning the involvement of virally derived proteins that evade host recognition and prevent interferon production. This is perhaps the most widely studied mechanism in the fields of virology and immunology. This mechanism will therefore be discussed under the following sub-categories: (1) virally derived proteins that inhibit the IRF-3, NFκB, and AP-1 signaling pathways and (2) virally derived proteins that inhibit the JAK-STAT signaling pathway.

Virally derived proteins that inhibit the IRF-3, NFκB, and AP-1 signaling pathways
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Transcription factors involved in interferon production are activated when a virus is initially detected. These factors include IRF-3, NKκB, the stress activated transcription factor AP-1, and CBP/p300, the latter being associated with chromatin remodeling and concomitant transcriptional activation. Activated transcription factors subsequently translocate to the nucleus and interact with interferon promoter sequences, leading to the upregulation of interferon genes.

It has been shown that IRF-3 is a target for the E6 viral protein from human papilloma virus (HPV).[@R21] IRF-3 becomes activated during viral invasion when virally derived dsRNA is present in the cytoplasm. IRF-3, when activated, initiates INF-β production through its association with p300/CBP in the nucleus.[@R22] Ronco et al. have shown that the E6 viral protein interacts with IRF-3 and hampers its ability to transcriptionally activate IFN-β production[@R21] ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). IRF-3 inhibition however, is not limited to HPV. Talon et al. have previously reported that the influenza A virus attenuates the type-I IFN response.[@R23] Influenza A encodes NS1, a protein capable of interacting with dsRNA.[@R24] Talon et al. further demonstrated through NS1 knockout studies that the influenza A virus prevents IRF-3 activation through an NS1-dependent mechanism ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), thus explaining the lack of IFN-β production. However, IFN-α production was also observed to be attenuated in a series of mammalian primary cells that were tested, leading the authors to hypothesize that NS1 may have broader target specificities than previously thought. Wang et al. have shown that NS1 has an inhibitory effect on the NFκB pathway.[@R25] There have also been reports of NS1 inhibiting JNK---a stress kinase acting upstream of the transcription factor AP-1.[@R26] A current model proposes that NS1 binds and sequesters dsRNA, thereby protecting it from cell intrinsic viral RNA detection mechanisms.[@R16]

Animal viruses have also evolved to evade the cellular interferon response. Chen et al. report that the bovine diarrhea virus (BDV) derived protein Npro interacts with IRF-3, resulting in its polyubiquitination and degradation in HEK293 cells ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).[@R27] I329L is a recently discovered protein encoded by the African swine fever virus and has been shown to act as a TLR3 inhibitor.[@R28] The blue tongue virus-derived NS3 protein inhibits the transcriptional activation of IFN-β.[@R29] Bao et al. have shown that the porcine reproductive and respiratory virus significantly curbs both interferon and TNF-α driven responses in porcine macrophages.[@R30] The investigators further demonstrate that this occurs through the transcriptional inhibition of genes coding for IRF-1, IRF-3, and NFκB. Pestivirus infections are either transient or persistent. Persistent infection is dependent on immune evasion strategies such as Npro-mediated IRF-3 degradation.[@R31] An additional strategy is the evasion of viral recognition by host PAMSs---a mechanism made possible by Ems, a virally derived RNase.[@R31]

Certain viruses, such as the Kaposi sarcoma-associated herpes virus (KSHV), express their own IRF proteins. These virally derived IRF proteins have a high degree of homology to cellular IRF proteins.[@R22] KSHV expresses viral IRFs 1 and 2, which inhibit IRF-3 and subsequently, IFN-β production. An indirect mechanism of IRF-3 inactivation was reported by Paulmann et al., whose group demonstrated that hepatitis A virus infection inactivated TBK-1---a kinase critical for IRF-3 activation.[@R32] TBK-1 can also activate IRF-7, leading to the production of IFN-α. They demonstrate that the virally derived proteins 2B and 3ABC interact with a MAVS protein and block TBK1 activity. Their findings also suggest an interaction between 2B and IKKε, a kinase important for NFκB activation.

The NFκB transcription factor is essential for mounting innate immune responses against viruses. When activated, NFκB translocates to the nucleus and transcriptionally activates the synthesis of interferons and a host of pro-inflammatory cytokine genes.[@R33]^,^[@R34] In the inactive state, the negative regulator IκB localizes NFκB to the cytoplasm. The NFκB transcription factor family in mammals is composed of the subunits RelA, RelB, c-Rel, and the precursor proteins p100 and p105.[@R35] Dimers of these subunits are involved in DNA binding and transcriptional activation through the recruitment of HAT proteins (such as CBP and p300) and HDACs 1 and 3.[@R35] It was recently reported that the 3C viral protein from the polio virus, a member of the piconovirus family, is capable of proteolytically cleaving the RelA subunit and functionally inactivating NFκB in HeLa cells[@R36] ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, RelA cleavage was demonstrated for two other viruses belonging to the piconovirus family, prompting the investigators to suggest that RelA cleavage could be a conserved feature shared by this family of viruses to evade host defense. Subsequently, RelA was shown to be a viral target and a report by de los Santos et al. showed reduced levels of the NFκB-responsive genes TNF-α and RANTES in cells infected with the foot-and-mouth disease virus (FMDV). This work demonstrated that the FMDV-derived protein L(pro) led to the degradation of RelA ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).[@R37]

The activation of the AP-1 transcription factor is an innate antiviral mechanism. Macdonald et al. explored the potential mechanisms through which the hepatitis C virus (HCV) inhibits AP-1 activation in Huh-7 cells. They found that the virally derived protein NS5A inhibits AP-1 mediated downstream events by interacting with Grb2---a signaling intermediate required for the nuclear localization of AP-1.[@R38] Further analysis revealed that a previously unidentified sequence in the C-terminal region of NS5A was required for the inhibition of AP-1 function. Intriguingly, the abrupt appearance of this sequence on NS5A has led to speculations that this could represent a proviral mechanism that has recently evolved.

Virally derived proteins that inhibit the JAK-STAT signaling pathway
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The JAK-STAT signaling pathway is composed of the JAK and TYK2 kinases, IRF-9, and STAT proteins.[@R34] JAK1 and TYK2 are associated with the IFN α/β receptor and JAK2 is associated with the IFN γ receptor together with JAK1. Phosphorylation of these receptor associated kinases and STAT proteins is a crucial step in transmitting the interferon induced signal from the cell surface to the nucleus.[@R33]^,^[@R34] The important function played by the JAK and TYK2 kinases and STAT proteins in the antiviral response makes them attractive targets for viral proteins.

A study conducted by Lin et al. found that the Japanese encephalitis virus (JEV) prevented the nuclear entry of STAT proteins in baby hamster kidney (BHK-21) cells, making them unresponsive to IFN-α.[@R39] This inhibitory function was shown to be regulated by NS5. Site directed mutagenesis studies revealed that the N-terminal region of NS5 was essential for this effect. Furthermore, the authors observed that NS5 marginally reduced the phosphorylation of STAT1 (on tyrosine 701) and greatly reduced the phosphorylation of TYK2 (on tyrosine 1054 and on tyrosine 1055). In addition, NS5 was demonstrated to have phosphatase activity ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).[@R39] The specificity of NS5 in inhibiting IFN-α but not IFN-γ signaling is intriguing. A study by Mazzon et al. demonstrated that NS5 does not affect IFN-γ mediated gene expression.[@R40]

![**Figure 4.** A summary of viral mechanisms that target the JAK-STAT signaling pathway. NS5 and V proteins prevent the activation of TYK2 and JAK1 respectively; V proteins are also involved in STAT sequestration. NS5 and SV5 degrade STAT proteins; C proteins prevent the formation of activated STAT dimers and HCV core proteins induce SOCS expression. ISRE, interferon stimulated response element; GAS, gamma interferon activation site.](viru-5-270-g4){#F4}

Targeting the JAK-STAT pathway appears to be a commonly used strategy, as evidenced by the diverse group of viruses expressing V proteins and C proteins. Although there are sequential differences among these viral proteins, the major motifs are conserved. The *Paramyxovirus* family for example (a group of enveloped ssRNA viruses) includes the measles, mumps and hendra viruses, all express V proteins capable of blocking the induction of IFN-β.[@R41] V proteins are not exclusive to Paramyxoviruses. The Rubella virus SV5 product (a V protein) has been shown to reduce the half-life of STAT proteins ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).[@R42] Interestingly, the ability of SV5 to degrade STAT1 (and STAT3 in the case of mumps virus) is dependent on the presence of certain host proteins acting cooperatively with the viral protein.[@R43] The hendravirus V protein is able to sequester STAT proteins in large cytoplasmic complexes and limit their nuclear translocation.[@R44]^,^[@R45] Cells infected with the measles virus have been shown to have very low levels of STAT proteins in the nucleus. Measles virus infected cells were found to be unresponsive to INF-α but still remained responsive to IFN-γ.[@R46] Yokota et al. further investigated this observation and demonstrated that the V protein prevents JAK1 phosphorylation and the C protein binds and incapacitates the IFN-α receptor 1 (IFNAR1), thus preventing IFN-α mediated downstream signaling events.[@R46]

Like the V proteins, C proteins also target the JAK-STAT pathway. The Sendai virus C protein for example, has been show to inhibit STAT1 phosphorylation.[@R47] Studies have also shown that the Sendai virus C protein makes cells unresponsive to both type I and type II interferons.[@R48]^,^[@R49] This was further investigated by Gotoh et al. who found that C proteins interact with the phosphorylated forms of STAT1 and STAT2, reducing their ability to form homodimers and heterodimers ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).[@R49]

Mechanisms That Inhibit Interferon-Induced Antiviral Proteins
=============================================================

Interferon-induced proteins help establish an antiviral state in host cells following a viral insult. This ensures immediate protection to cells containing interferon receptors that surround the site of infection. SOCS proteins are well known for their ability to negatively regulate the JAK-STAT signaling pathway. A study by Bode et al. showed that in HepG2 cells, the hepatitis C virus (HCV) core protein induced SOCS3 expression ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).[@R50] A study conducted with the herpes simplex virus in human amnion cells showed SOCS3 induction as early as 2 h after cells were exposed to the virus.[@R51] Pothlichet et al. demonstrated that in respiratory epithelial cells infected with the influenza A virus, SOCS1 and SOCS3 expression were induced. Furthermore, SOCS protein expression was only observed when the RIG-1 and IFNAR1 signaling networks were intact, suggesting that this mechanism takes effect at a later stage of infection.[@R52]

The PKR and ADAR1 enzymes are interferon inducible gene products.[@R53] Once activated, PKR phosphorylates eIF2α, resulting in translational inhibition in host cell. ADAR1 catalyzes the conversion of adenosine to inosine, an RNA editing mechanism. ADAR1 has recently emerged as a player that possesses proviral properties.[@R54] Studies by Toth et al. and Li et al. showed that ADAR1, acting synergistically with virally derived C and V proteins, decreased apoptosis by suppressing PKR, a proviral maneuver that extends the persistence of viruses in host cells. In addition, IFN-β-induced ADAR1 has been shown to affect the biogenesis of microRNA-142 and microRNA-376 through its ability to edit the precursor forms of these microRNAs.[@R55]^,^[@R56] This editing, when present within the seed region of the microRNA, may impact mRNA target selectivity. Whether this phenomenon is a proviral or antiviral mechanism still remains to be elucidated.

Unlike type-I interferons that are produced as a result of viral entry, IFN-γ is mainly produced by activated T cells, NK cells, and NK-T cells. IFN-γ induces the upregulation of MHC class II molecules on infected macrophages. Interestingly, virally infected murine and human cells are found to reduce their expression of MHC class I molecules, making them better targets for NK cells. The murine cytomegalovirus (MCMV) however is capable of reducing MHC class II expression on murine bone marrow macrophages. This finding was further investigated by Heise et al. whose analysis showed that MCMV impaired IFN-γ production in a dose-dependent manner.[@R57] Poxviruses secrete proteins that interfere with the host interferon response. Upton et al. have shown that the myxoma virus secretes a protein that binds extracellular IFN-γ, thus sequestering it away from its receptor on host cells.[@R58]

Additional Examples Illustrating Viral Inhibition of Interferon Pathways
========================================================================

The *Vaccinia* virus has a large DNA genome and exerts considerable regulatory control over the host innate immune response. Specifically, *Vaccinia* viruses evade the host interferon response at nearly every stage: blocking the induction of interferons, preventing the activation of NFκB and IRF-3 pathways, preventing the activation of the JAK-STAT pathway, and inhibiting antiviral mechanisms (such as PKR- and OAS-driven mechanisms) from taking effect.[@R59] These broad effects are orchestrated by *Vaccinia* virus-derived proteins. D9 and D10 proteins prevent the translation of interferon mRNAs; the E3 protein prevents RNA polymerase III from sensing viral DNA, preventing interferon production. E3 also inhibits the activation of PKR and OAS. C4, N1 as well as a myriad of other *Vaccinia*-derived proteins prevent the activation of NFκB at nearly every step of the NFκB pathway. The C6 protein prevents TBK1-driven activation of IRF-3 and IRF-7. The B18 and B8 proteins function as decoy receptors, acting as sinks for type-1 and type-2 interferons respectively. *Vaccinia*-derived VH1 is a phosphatase that dephosphorylates STAT1 and STAT2.[@R59]

Like the *Vaccinia* virus, HCMV has a large DNA genome and codes for proteins that have evolved to specifically target host antiviral mechanisms. In addition to the commonly observed mechanisms such as the inhibition of interferon production, transcription factor inactivation and evasion of host PRRs, there are two additional mechanisms that require mention: (1) virally derived IL-10 and (2) the exploitation of antiviral mechanisms to sustain viral persistence.[@R60] HCMV borrows the coding region of the IL-10 gene from the host and incorporates it into its own arsenal. By doing so, the virus is able to use CmvIL-10 (i.e., virally derived IL-10) to limit the release of IFN-α. Given the anti-inflammatory effects of IL-10, it had been postulated that this mechanism has evolved to prevent the paracrine "warning" that neighboring cells typically receive during a viral infection. HCMV infection also stimulates the release of interferon gamma-inducible protein 16, bone marrow stromal cell antigen 2, viperin, and cyclooxygenase-2---all of these are interferon inducible factors.[@R60] Intriguingly, these factors have been observed to facilitate viral replication and/or propagation.

In the context of infections by RNA viruses, RIG-1 and MDA-5 are the gatekeepers of the cell. RNA viruses have developed methods to evade detection and prevent signaling events downstream of these receptors. Zinzula et al. have reviewed the three major mechanisms through which RNA viruses evade detection: by compartmentalizing their genomes to specific locations within the cytoplasm to prevent detection by cytoplasmic RNA sensors; by removing specific regions of their genomes that serve as recognition "hotspots"; and by physically interacting with cytoplasmic RNA sensors for the purpose of attenuating downstream signaling events.[@R61]

Karim et al. observed that human keratinocytes persistently infected with human papillomavirus induced the production of ubiquitin carboxyl-terminal hydrolase L1 (UCHL1). UCHL1 is a cell-intrinsic ubiquitin ligase that was observed to prevent the induction of type-1 interferons in response to HPV infection. The investigators went on to demonstrate that UCHL1 interfered with critical ubiquitination events upstream of IRF-3 and NFκB activation, resulting in reduced levels of IRF-3 phosphorylation and NFκB nuclear localization.[@R62]

The recently discovered human metapneumovirus has developed mechanisms to inhibit TLR4-mediated NFκB activation, RIG-1-mediated IRF-3 activation, as well as type-1 interferon receptor-mediated JAK-STAT pathway activation. Specifically, virally derived G protein inhibits TLR4 activation and RIG-1 recognition of the viral genome; P proteins hide viral genetic material in cytoplasmic inclusion bodies; the SH protein prevents NFκB activation; and the hMPV protein prevents the activation of Tyk2 and STAT1.[@R63]

The Marburg virus and the Ebola virus contain the evolutionarily conserved virulence protein VP35. VP35 binds the backbone region as well as the blunt ends of viral dsRNA genomes, preventing viral recognition by the PRRs RIG-1 and MDA-5. Ramanan et al. show that in the Marburg virus, VP35--backbone interactions prevent PRR recognition while VP35--blunt end interactions do not. They also show that both these interactions prevent PRR recognition in the case of Ebola virus, thus highlighting functional differences in the same virulence factor among different viruses.[@R64]

NS proteins of the Flavivirus family have been shown to act at various levels of the type-1 interferons pathway, resulting in the delay and/or inhibition of cellular antiviral mechanisms.[@R65] For example, West Nile virus NS1 prevents IRF-7 activation; Kunjin virus (a West Nile virus variant) NS2A prevents IFN-β transcription; and Japanese encephalitis virus NS5 prevents Tyk2 phosphorylation. Flavivirus-derived proteins have also been shown to interact with host PRRs and the type-1 interferon receptor. Flaviviruses have also evolved mechanisms to evade the adaptive immune response.[@R65]

In a CD4^+^ T-cell model, it has been shown that HIV-derived viral proteases interfere with RIG-1 signaling. Specifically, the vif and vpr proteins lead to IRF-3 degradation.[@R66] In macrophages and lymphocytes, it has been shown that HIV exploits the cell-intrinsic 3′ repair exonuclease to digest viral DNA, thereby preventing its recognition by host PRRs.

HSV-1-derived proteins have been shown to interfere with both type-1 and type-2 interferon responses.[@R67] Specifically, HSV-1-derived ICP0 prevents IRF and STAT activation; ICP27 shuts down the splicing and translation machineries in host cells; ICP34.5 and vhs inhibit protein synthesis leading to interferon production; Us11 prevents PKR activation; and Us3 interferes with TLR3 signaling and induces posttranslational modifications on the type-2 interferon receptor.[@R67]

Osterlund et al. have compared the mechanisms through with the interferon pathway is activated by influenza A vs. influenza B viruses in host dendritic cells. The investigators find that the host interferon response is activated immediately following the entry of influenza B. This was observed to occur via the activation of IRF3. On the contrary, interferon induction by influenza A was only observed after viral RNA synthesis---an event that occurs after viral entry.[@R68] These findings demonstrate the differences in early vs. late induction of the interferon response. In addition, the findings also highlight the mechanism through which influenza A evades early recognition by host cells.

Conclusion and Perspective
==========================

This review discusses the mechanisms viruses use to evade the host interferon system. There are however, other maneuvers viruses use to persist in the human host that do not directly impact interferon signaling or production. Examples of these mechanisms include (1) protected regions of the HIV-1 viral genome integrating into the host DNA without evoking cell intrinsic viral sensors[@R69] and (2) hepatitis C virus using microRNA-122, which is endogenous to host hepatic cells, to facilitate its replication.[@R70] These findings add to the growing body of knowledge in our understanding of virus--host interactions. Viruses have played a pivotal role in the discovery of interferons. Studying how viruses evade the interferon system could lead to new discoveries in the fields of virology and innate immunity.

Although many developed nations have adopted strategies to significantly reduce the incidence of viral infections resulting from rabies and polio, statistical data from the World Health Organization show that these diseases still affect many people in developing countries. A survey conducted by the Centers for Disease Control shows that there are over 5 million individuals in the United States who suffer from liver disease associated with hepatitis B.[@R71] When faced with the challenge of combating viral infections of endemic or epidemic proportions, new knowledge of the mechanisms used by viruses to evade the host antiviral response may prove to be indispensable in more efficient vaccine design and drug development.
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